
COLOCATION
US Signal data centers provide reliable, secure, and scalable 

colocation space. Strategically located in the Midwest, they can 

also be used as part of a hybrid IT strategy or as a secondary 

DR site. 

+ Cabinets  + Cloud to Data Center Connectivity

+ Cages and Racks + DR Solutions & Remote Hands

CONNECTIVITY
US Signal network services offer maximum bandwidth utilization, 

reduced downtime, and secure connectivity. Choose from 

multiple access options to meet your needs for flexibility and 

scalability.

+ Dedicated Internet + Virtual Ethernet Services

+ MPLS  + Optical Wave

GET WHAT YOU NEED
Who says you can’t have it all? Whether you need colocation, cloud 

hosting, data protection or any combination of services — along with 

reliable network services, robust security, regulatory compliance assistance, 

24/7 support and more — US Signal has you covered. That’s because 

US Signal doesn’t offer typical standalone or off-the-shelf products. It 

develops and implements customized, total solutions for your IT business 

challenges to ensure that what you really need is exactly what you get.

 

IT SERVICES
From data migration and onboarding to architecting a 

comprehensive disaster recovery solution, US Signal offers the 

specialized expertise to help supplement and optimize your 

technology resources.

+ Technology Assessments + Architecture and Design  

+ Cloud Migration & Onboarding + Monitoring and Patching

SECURITY
Protect your data and IT assets with solutions tailored to your

needs and budget. US Signal offers a comprehensive suite

of security services that keeps your network private from the

public Internet.

+ Advanced Security + Advanced Security Plus

+ DDoS Web and Application Protection

US SIGNAL FACTS
+ 8 geographically diverse data centers

+ 14,000 miles of owned and operated fiber
    connectivity across a ten state region 

+ Private connectivity to AWS and Azure

+ Redundant and secure network and cloud 
   architectures

+ Specializes in cloud migration and data
    protection services

 

 CUSTOMIZED IT SOLUTIONS. PERSONALIZED SERVICE.

TOTAL SOLUTIONS 

DATA PROTECTION
US Signal can assess your IT environment and right-fit data 

protection solutions that align with your business requirements. 

Services are backed by SLAs for infrastructure availability  

and response time.

+ Disaster Recovery + Backup

CLOUD
HIPAA compliant and PCI DSS certified, US Signal cloud services 

are scalable and customizable to help you achieve increased 

productivity, quicker time to market, and much more.

+ Enterprise Cloud + Cloud Storage

+ Colocation

®



ILLINOIS
+ Oak Brook

INDIANA
+ Indianapolis

+ South Bend

WISCONSIN
+ Madison

MICHIGAN
+ Grand Rapids East

+ Grand Rapids South

+ Southfield

+ Metro Detroit

 

DATA CENTERS 

ABOUT US SIGNAL
US Signal is a leading data center provider, offering connectivity, cloud hosting, 

colocation, data protection, and disaster recovery services — all powered by its 

wholly owned and operated, robust fiber network, US Signal also helps customers 

optimize their IT resources through the provision of managed and professional 

services. USSIGNAL.COM / 866.2.SIGNAL

US SIGNAL OPERATES EIGHT DATA CENTERS

®


